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1 Introduction
Eigenstructure assignment is one of the basic techniques
for designing linear control systems. The eigenstructure as-
signment problem is the problem of assigning both a given
self-conjugate set of eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenvectors. Assigning the eigenvalues allows one to alter
the stability characteristics of the system, while assigning
eigenvectors alters the transient response of the system. Ei-
genstructure assignment via state feedback has developed the
design methods for a wide class of linear systems under
full-state feedback with the objective of stabilizing the control
systems. The parametric solution of eigenstructure assign-
ment for state feedback has been studied by many researchers
[6–10]. Fahmy and Tantawy [7] and Fahmy and O’Reilly [8–9]
have developed solutions to the eigenstructure assignment
problem. A parametric characterization of the assignable
eigenvalues and generalized eigenvectors is presented. Duan
[6] presented two complete parametric approaches for eigen-
structure assignment in linear systems via state feedback. This
methodology is deeply utilized in this research work.
This paper focuses on a special feedback using only state
derivatives instead of full-state feedback. Therefore this
feedback is called state-derivative feedback. The problem of
arbitrary eigenstructure assignment using full-state derivative
feedback naturally arises. The motivation for state deriva-
tive feedback comes from controlled vibration suppression of
mechanical systems. The main sensors of vibration are accel-
erometers. From accelerations we can reconstruct velocities
with reasonable accuracy, but not the displacements. There-
fore the available signals for feedback are accelerations and
velocities only, and these are exactly the derivatives of states of
the mechanical systems, which are the velocities and displace-
ments. Direct measurement of the state is difficult to achieve.
One necessary condition for a control strategy to be imple-
mentable is that it must use the available measured responses
to determine the control action. All of the previous research in
control has assumed that all of the states can be directly mea-
sured (i.e., that there is full-state feedback).
Many papers have been published on controlling this
class of systems, (e.g. [12-17]) describing the acceleration
feedback for controlled vibration suppression. However, the
eigenstructure assignment approach for feedback gain deter-
mination has not been used at all or has not been solved
generally. Other papers dealing with acceleration feedback
for mechanical systems are [18–19], but here the feed-
back uses all states (positions, velocities) and accelerations
additionally.
Abdelaziz and Valasek [1–3] have recently presented an
eigenvalue assignment technique via state-derivative feed-
back for single-input and multi-input time-invariant linear
systems. Eigenstructure assignment via state-derivative feed-
back is introduced in [4-5]. In this paper, two complete
parametric approaches for eigenstructure assignment in lin-
ear systems via state-derivative feedback are proposed. Two
complete parametric expressions for the closed-loop eigen-
vector matrices and the feedback gains are established in
terms of closed-loop eigenvalues and a group of parameter
vectors. Both the closed-loop eigenvalues and this group of
parameters can be properly chosen to produce a closed-loop
system with some additional desired system specifications.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
the eigenstructure assignment problem are described. The
proposed controller is based on the measurement and feed-
back of the state derivatives of the system. This work has
successfully extended previous techniques by state feedback
and has modified them to state-derivative feedback. Finally,
numerical examples are included to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of this approach. The main contribution of this work
is an efficient technique that solves the eigenstructure as-
signment problem via state-derivative feedback systems. The
procedure defined here represents a unique treatment for
extending the eigenstructure assignment technique using the
state-derivative feedback in the literature.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
the problem formulation and the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of the eigenstructure assignment
problem are described. Additionally, two complete paramet-
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ric solutions to the eigenstructure assignment problem via
state-derivative feedback are presented. In section 3, illustra-
tive examples are presented. Finally, conclusions are discussed
in section 4.
2 Eigenstructure assignment by
state-derivative feedback for
time-invariant systems
In this section, we present two complete parametric ap-
proaches for solving the eigenstructure assignment problem
via state-derivative feedback for linear time-invariant systems.
2.1 Eigenstructure assignment problem
formulation
Consider a linear, time-invariant, completely controllable
system
( ) ( ) ( ), ( )x Ax Bu x xt t t t  0 0 , (1)
where ( )x t nR , x( )t nR and u( )t mR are the state-deriva-
tive, the state and the control input vectors, respectively,
( )m n , while A  Rn n and B  Rn m are the system
and control gain matrices, respectively. The fundamental
assumption imposed on the system is that the system is com-
pletely controllable and matrix B has a full column rank m.
The objective is to stabilize the system by means of a linear
feedback that enforces the desired characteristic behavior for
the states. The problem is to find the state-derivative feedback
control law
u K x( ) ( )t t  , (2)
which assigns prescribed closed-loop eigenvalues and corre-
sponding eigenvectors that stabilize the system and achieve
the desired performance. Here, the first derivative vector of
state-space ( )x t is utilized instead of the vector of state-space
x( )t .
Then, the closed-loop system dynamics becomes
( ) ( ) ( )x I BK Axt tn 
1 , (3)
where In is the n×n identity matrix. In what follows, we as-
sume that (In+BK) has a full rank in order that the closed-
-loop system is well defined.
The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is given by
 	
det ( )   I I BK An n
1 0. (4)
Let

 
      i i i s s n, , , , ,C 1 1 be a set of desired
self-conjugate eigenvalues, where s is the number of distinct
eigenvalues, and denote the algebraic and geometric multi-
plicity of the ith eigenvalue i by mi and qi, respectively,
( )1  q mi i . The length of qi chains of generalized eigen-
vectors with i are denoted by pij, ( j  1, …, qi). Then in the
Jordan canonical form of the closed-loop matrix, there are qi
blocks associated with the ith eigenvalue i of orders pij. It is
satisfying that
p nijj
q
i
s i


 11
.
In this work, we restrict ourselves by mi  qi. This means
that the multiple eigenvalues are not split; they are placed in
one Jordan block. The partial multiplicities are not placed.
Therefore, the Rosenbrock’s inequalities are fulfilled.
The right eigenvector and generalized eigenvectors of the
closed-loop matrix with i are denoted by vij
k n
C , i  1, …, s,
j  1, …, qi, k  1, …, pij. According to the definition of the
right eigenvector and generalized eigenvectors for multiple
eigenvalues, then
 
( )I BK A In i n ij
k
ij
k
  
 1 1 v v , vij
0
 0, i j k, , . (5)
This equation demonstrates the relation of assignable
right generalized eigenvectors with the associated eigenvalue.
The notations are defined as
 	
V V V  1, , s
n nC ,
V V Vi i iq
n m
i
i









1, , C ,
Vij ij ij
p n pij ij








v v1 , , C ,
where Vi contains all right eigenvectors and generalized ei-
genvectors associated with the eigenvalue i, and det( )V  0.
Then, the eigenstructure assignment problem for system
(1) via state-derivative feedback can be stated as follows:
Eigenstructure assignment problem:
Given the real pair (A, B) and the desired self-conjugate
set

 
 1, , n C , find the real state-derivative feedback
gain matrix K  Rm n that will make the closed-loop matrix
( )I BK An 
1 have admissable eigenvalues and the associ-
ated set of right eigenvector and generalized eigenvector
matrix V.
The necessary and sufficient conditions that ensure solv-
ability of the eigenstructure assignment problem via state-
-derivative feedback are presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 1:
The eigenstructure assignment problem for the real pair
(A, B) is solvable for any arbitrary nonzero, self-conjugate,
closed-loop poles, if (A, B) is completely controllable, that is
 	
rank B AB A B, , , n n 1 ,
or
 	
rank I A Bn n , ,
  C,
and A is nonsingular.
Proof: From this condition, the closed-loop matrix must be
defined. This means the matrix ( )I BKn  is of full rank and
det( )I BKn   0. Then, from (5) it can easily be rewritten as
( )I BK AV Vn  
1
 (6)
where  Cn n is in Jordan canonical form with the desired
eigenvalues on the diagonal. Then
AV V BKV   (7)
which can be written as
I BK AV Vn  
 

1 1. (8)
Then,
det( ) det( ) det( ) det( )I BK AV V An    
  
 
1 1 1 0. (9)
Since V must be nonsingular, then det( )A  0 and
det( )  0. Therefore, matrices A and should be of full rank
in order for the closed-loop matrix to be defined. 
Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for existence
of the solution to the eigenstructure assignment problem via
state-derivative feedback is that the system is completely con-
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trollable and all eigenvalues of the original system are non-
zero (A has full rank). We remark that the requirement that
matrix  is diagonal, together with the invertibility of V,
ensures that the closed-loop system is non-defective. Non-de-
fective systems are desirable because the poles of such systems
are less sensitive to system parameter perturbation [10].
Based on the above necessary and sufficient conditions,
two parametric forms are derived for the state-derivative
feedback gain matrix K that assigns the desired closed-loop
poles.
2.2 Eigenstructure assignment
The main work now is to find a parametric solution to the
state-derivative feedback gain matrix K that assigns the de-
sired closed-loop eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors.
Equation (5) can be rewritten as
A ij
k
i n ij
k
n ij
kv v v     ( ) ( )I BK I BK 1, vij
0
 0, i j k, , . (10)
Let the auxiliary vectors
w vij
k
ij
k m
 K C , i s1, , , j qi1, , , k pij1, , , (11)
be introduced. The set of w ij
k is defined in a similar manner to
the set of vij
k as follows,
W W W 







1 , , s
m nC ,
W W Wi i iq
m m
i
i









1, , C ,
Wij ij ij
p m pij ij








w w1 , , C .
This leads to
( ) , i n ij
k
i ij
k
ij
k
ij
k
ij ij
I A B B
0 0
    
 
 v w v w
v w
1 1
0 0, , i j k, , .
, (12)
The above equation can be equivalently written in the fol-
lowing compact matrix form,
 	  	
 i n i
ij
k
ij
k n
ij
k
ij
kI A B I B








 








, ,
v
w
v
w
1
1


  
,
, , , , .v wij ij i j k
0 00 0
(13)
Finally, the parametric equation to the right eigenvector
and generalized eigenvectors can be expressed as
 	  	
   
 
i n i ij
k
n ij
k
ij
k ij
k
ij
k
I A B I B  









, , ,
,
1
v
w ij
i j k0  0, , , .
(14)
Then, parameter vectors  ij
k n m

C are chosen arbitrary
under the condition that the columns of matrix V are linearly
independent.
A parametric solution to the eigenstructure assignment
problem via state-derivative feedback is derived from (11) as
K WV 1 (15)
where
 	  	
V V V W W W 1 1 1 1( ), , ( ) , ( ), , ( )    s s s s .
Then the feedback gain matrix is parametrized directly in
terms of the eigenstructure of the closed-loop system, which
can be selected to ensure robustness by exploiting freedom of
these parameters.
There exists a real feedback gain matrix K if and only if
the following three conditions are satisfied:
1. The assigned eigenvalues are symmetric with respect to
the real axis.
2. The right generalized eigenvectors

 
vij
k n
i iji s j q k p   C , , , , , , , , ,1 1 1  
are linearly independent and for complex-conjugate
poles,  i i2 1 then v vi j
k
i j
k
2 1
 .
3. There exists a set of vectors

 
w ij
k m
i iji s j q k p   C , , , , , , , , ,1 1 1   ,
satisfying (13) and w wi j
k
i j
k
2 1
 for  i i2 1 .
The parametric formula for the state-derivative feedback
gain matrix K that assigns the desired closed-loop poles sys-
tem is now derived. In the following, we obtain the more gen-
eral parametric solutions of vij
k and w ij
k in (13). Two complete
parametric forms are introduced and a new procedure is de-
rived, which yields a parametric expression for K involving
free parameter vectors.
2.3 A parametrization approach for
eigenstructure assignment
The aim now is to find a parametric solution to the eigen-
structure assignment problem via state-derivative feedback.
We remark that the development of parametric solutions to
this problem is useful in that one can then think of solving
other important variations of the problem, such as the robust
eigenstructure assignment problem, by exploiting freedom of
these parameters. The relation demonstrating the assignable
right generalized eigenvectors with the eigenvalues is (13).
Definition 1: A square polynomial matrix P() is called a uni-
modular matrix if its determinant is a nonzero constant.
Definition 2: polynomial matrix P() is a unimodular matrix
if and only if P() equals the product of some finite number
of elementary row (or column) transformation matrices.
It is well known that the matrix pair (A, B) is controllable if
and only if
 	
rank C I A Bn n   , , .
Due to the controllability of (A, B), there exist unimodular
matrices P( )  Cn n and Q( ) ( ) ( )    C n m n m satisfying the
following equation:
 	  	
P I A B Q 0 I( ) , ( ) ,  n n  . (16)
Partition the polynomial matrix Q() into the following
form
Q
Q
Q
Q Q
Q Q
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )



 
 












1
2
11 12
21 22






with Q1( )
( )   Cn n m , Q2( )
( )   Cm n m , Q11( ) 
Cn m,
Q12( ) 
Cn n, Q21( ) 
Cm m and Q22( ) 
Cm n.
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Then, converting (16) to the following form,
 	  	
P I A B
Q
Q
0 I
Q
Q
( ) ,
( )
~ ( )
, ,
~ ( )
  



n n










1
2
2
2with
( )
.










(17)
Now, the following theorem gives a parametric solution to
the eigenstructure assignment problem via state-derivative
feedback. The parametric solutions of vij
k and w ij
k in (13) can
now be given.
Theorem 1:
Let the matrix pair (A, B) be controllable, where matrix
A  Rn n is nonsingular and matrix B  Rn m has a full
column rank m. Then all solutions of (13), vij
k and w ij
k , are
given by:
v
w v
ij
k
ij
k
ij
k
i ij
k
f

















Q
Q P
1
2
( )
~ ( ) ( )

 
 
 









 
1 1
0 0
B
0 0
w
v w
ij
k
ij ij .
,
,
(18)
Or, equivalently, as
v v w vij
k
i ij
k
i i ij
k
ij
k
ijf  
 Q Q P B11 12
1 1 0( ) ( ) ( )( ),    0
and
 
w v w wij
k
i
i ij
k
i i ij
k
ij
kf   
1
21 22
1 1

  Q Q P B( ) ( ) ( )( ) , ij
0
 0
i s1, , , j qi1, , , k pij1, , ,
where P( ) and Q( ) are unimodular matrices satisfying (16),
and fij
k m
C are arbitrarily free parameter vectors satisfying
the following two contraints:
det( )V 0 and f fi j
k
i j
k
2 1
 if  i i2 1 .
Proof: First, we need to show that the set of vectors satisfying
(13) and the set of vectors given by (18) are equal. Then, using
(13) and (18), we have
 	  	
   


i n i
ij
k
ij
k i n i
i
i
I A B I A B
Q
Q









 , ,
( )
~ ( )
v
w
1
2
 








 









 

fij
k
i ij
k
ij
k
i
P B
P 0
( )
( ) ,


v w1 1
1
 	
 
I
P B
B
n
ij
k
i ij
k
ij
k
ij
k
ij
k
f
( )  








  
 
 
v w
v w
1 1
1 1
 	
 








  


I B
0 0
n
ij
k
ij
k
ij ij i j k
, ,
, , , , .
v
w
v w
1
1
0 0
(19)
Therefore, the vectors given by (18) satisfy (13). Now,
we show that vectors vij
k and w ij
k (i  1, …, s, j  1, …, qi, k  1,
…, pij) satisfying (13) can be expressed in the form of (18).
From (17) we can obtain
 	  	
P I A B 0 I
Q
Q
( ) , ,
( )
~ ( )
, , ,  


i i n i n
i
i
i 










1
2
1
1 s. (20)
Then
 	  	
P I A B 0 I
Q
Q
( ) , ,
( )
~ ( )
  


i i n i
ij
k
ij
k n
i
i











v
w
1
2















1 v
w
ij
k
ij
k (21)
and
 
 	
P B 0 I
0
( ) , ,
,
 i ij
k
ij
k
n
ij
k
ij
k
ij
f
  









 v w
e
v w
1 1
0
ij i j k
0
 0, , , ,
, (22)
where
fij
k
ij
k
i
i
ij
k
ij
ke
v
w



















Q
Q
1
2
1( )
~ ( )








, , ,i j k . (23)
Then from (22) we obtain
 
e v w v wij
k
i ij
k
ij
k
ij ij i j k     
 P B 0 0( ) , , , , , 1 1 0 0 . (24)
Substituting (24) into (23) we obtain (18). 
Assuming zero initial conditions and applying the Laplace
transformation to (1), we obtain
X I A BU G U( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )      n
1 . (25)
Then the behaviour of our linear system is described by a
rational matrix function ( )I A Bn 
1 of size n×m of a com-
plex variable . The input-state transfer function of the system
can be factorized as
G I A B N D( ) ( ) ( ) ( )      n
1 1 , (26)
where N( )  Cn m and D( )  Cm m are right coprime poly-
nomial matrices in .
The above equation can be written as
( ) ( ) ~( )   I A N BDn    0, with
~( )
( )D D 


 . (27)
Now, the following theorem gives a parametric solution to
the eigenstructure assignment problem via state-derivative
feedback.
Theorem 2:
Let the matrix pair (A, B) be controllable, where matrix
A  Rn n is nonsingular and matrix B  Rn m has a full
column rank m. Then all solutions of (13), vij
k and w ij
k , are
given by:
v
w
ij
k
ij
k
i
i
ij
k if


















N
D
N( )
~( )
( )
~

 
d
d D
N
D
( )
( ) !
( )
~( )




i
ij
k
k
k
i
i
f
k















1
1
1
1
1

d
d







fij
1.
(28)
Or, equivalently, as
 
v vij
k
i ij
k
l
l i ij
k l
l
k l
ijf l
f  



N N 0( )
!
( ) ,


1
1
0d
d
,
and
 
w wij
k
i ij
k
l
l i ij
k l
l
k l
ijf l
f  



~( )
!
~( ) ,D D 0


1
1
0d
d
,
i s1, , , j qi1, , , k pij1, , ,
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where N( ) and ~( )D  are polynomial matrices satisfying (27)
and fij
k m
C are arbitrarily free parameter vectors satisfying
the following two contraints:
det( )V 0 and f fi j
k
i j
k
2 1
 if  i i2 1 .
Proof: We need only to show that the set of vectors given by
(28) satisfies (13). Then take differential of order l on both
sides of (27), and we obtain
( ) ( ) ( )
~( )








I A N N
B D B
n
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
 
 



d
d
d
d
d
d
d
1
1
1
1 0d
l 
~( ) .D
(29)
Substituting  by i and postmultiplying by a vector
1 1
l
fij
k
!

on both sides of (29) gives
 
 
( )
!
( )
!
~( )

 

i n
l
l i ij
k
i
l
l i ij
k
l
f
l
fI A N B D  
1 11d
d
d
d
 
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
 







( )!
( )
( )!
~
l
f
l
l
l i ij
k
l
l
d
d
d
d


N B D
 
( ) .i ij
kf 1
(30
)
Summing up all the equations in (30) and using (28) we
obtain
( ) ,
,
 i n ij
k
i ij
k
ij
k
ij
k
ij ij
I A B B
0 0
    
 
 v w v w
v w
1 1
0 0 , , , ,i j k
(31)
where the assignable chains of right eigenvector generalized
eigenvectors associated with the assigned eigenvalue i are
given by
 
vij
k
i ij
k
i ij
k
k
k
f f
k
  





N N
N
( ) ( )
( ) !
(




d
d
d
d
1
1
1
1
1

 
 i ij ijf .) ,
1 0v  0
(32)
Similarity, the gain-eigenvector product
 
w ij
k
i ij
k
i ij
k
k
k
f f
k
  





~( ) ~( )
( ) !
D D



d
d
d
d
1
1
1
1
1

 
~( ) ,D 0 i ij ijf .
1 0w 
(33)
Summing up, all the equations (28) hold. 
Then, Theorems 1 and 2 give two complete and explicit
parametric solutions with the complete and explicit freedom
of eigenstructure assignment via state-derivative feedback.
These solutions are expressed by the eigenvalues and a group
of free parameter vectors, fij
k. By specially choosing the free
parameter vectors in (18) and (28), solutions with desired
properties can be obtained.
Remark 1: It should be noted that for the case of distinct
eigenvalues (mi  qi  1, s  n). Then, the computations of vij
k
and w ij
k , taking the simple form, are given by:
v
w
i
i
i
i
if1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
























Q
Q 0
( )
~ ( )

 
or (34)
v
w
i
i
i
i
if i n
1
1
1
1 1
1 1


















N
D
( )
~( )
, , , .



Remark 2: For the single-input system (m 1), the parameter
vectors fij
k reduce to scalars and, accordingly, the solutions of
(18) and (28) are the same (unique), regardless of the choice of
fij
k. This leads to the well-known result that solution K in this
case is unique [1, 2].
The general expressions for the closed-loop eigenvectors
and the feedback gains can immediately be written out as
soon as the two polynomial matrix reductions (16) and (26)
are carried out. These reductions can be completed by a series
of simple elementary matrix transformations [6].
There are two methods for computing the polynomial
matrices. The first is the Smith canonical form, which ex-
ploits the fact that for a controllable pair (A, B) the matrix
( ,I A Bn  ) maintains full rank for all values of . The Smith
canonical form constructs two unimodular matrices P() and
Q() that diagonalized a given polynomial matrix as (16).
Subject to the controllability of (A, B) the augmented matrix
G
I I A B
I











n n
n m

0
, (35)
can be changed into the form of
H
P 0 I
0 Q









( )
( )


n . (36)
By applying a series of row elementary transformations
within the upper n rows and a series of column elementary
transformations within the last nm columns, the matrices
P() and Q() in the final transformed matrix H are uni-
modular and automatically satisfying (16). Consequently, we
can partition Q() to find N() and D() as
Q
N
D
( )
( )
( )














. (37)
The second approach uses the matrix fraction description
(MFD). If all the elements of the matrix are proper rational
polynomials, then the matrix may be factored as N()D1().
The elements of( )I A Bn 
1 are rational polynomials. Thus
( )  I A B N Dn  
 1 1( ) ( ).
The convenient solution can be found by inspection
N I A B( )   ( )n
1 and D I( )  n , (38)
or
N I A B( ) adj  ( )n and D I A I( )  det( )n n , (39)
where adj(.) and det(.) represent, respectively, the adjoint and
the determinant of matrix (.).
The Smith canonical form and MFD approaches both
require symbolic manipulation to perform the Smith decom-
position or matrix inversion. This presents no difficulty when
working by hand or using a symbolic package such as Maple.
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Based on the discussion and analysis above, an algorithm
for solving the eigenstructure assignment problem via
state-derivative feedback can be given as follows:
Algorithm
Input Controllable real pair (A, B), where matrix A  Rn n
is nonsingular, and a set of n self-conjugate complex
numbers {1, …, n}.
Step 1 Construct the right coprime matrix polynomials N()
and D() by applying the method presented in this
section.
Step 2 Choose arbitrary parameter vectors fij
k m
C (i  1, …,
s, j  1, ..., qi, k  1, ..., pij) in such a way that f fi j
k
i j
k
2 1

implies  i i2 1 .
Step 3 Calculate the right eigenvectors vij
k n
C (i  1, …, s,
j  1, ..., qi, k  1, ..., pij) using (28). If the eigenvectors
matrix V is singular, then return to Step 2 and select
different parameters fij
k, until V is nonsingular.
Step 4 Compute the gain-eigenvectors w ij
k m
C (i  1, …, s,
j  1, ..., qi, k  1, ..., pij) using (28), and construct
matrix W.
Step 5 Compute the real derivative feedback gain matrix us-
ing, K  WV 1.
From the above results we can observe that the system
poles can always be assigned by a state-derivative feedback
controller for any controllable system if and only if the open-
-loop system matrix A is nonsingular. In the case of single-in-
put, m  1, there only at most one solution. In the case of
multi-input, 1<mn, the solution is generally non-unique,
and extra conditions must be imposed to specify a solution.
The extra freedom can be used to give the closed-loop system
other desirable properties. The extra freedom can be used
in different ways, for example to decrease the norm of the
feedback gain matrix or to improve the condition of the
eigenvectors of the closed-loop matrix. Additionally, it in-
creases the robustness of the closed-loop system against the
system parameter perturbation. This issue becomes very im-
portant when the system model is not sufficiently precise
or the system is subject to parameter uncertainty. Then the
feedback gain matrix is parameterized directly in terms of
the eigenstructure of the closed-loop system, which can be
selected to ensure robustness by exploiting freedom of these
parameters.
Eigenstructure assignment is a very flexible technique. It
provides access to all the available design freedom. The draw-
back of eigenstructure assignment is that it has no inherent
mechanism for insuring robustness and can assign a robust
solution as easily as a catastrophically unrobust solution. Then
the optimization techniques are used with the objective of
finding the optimum design vectors fij
k so that the closed-
-loop system is robust to parameter variations.
3 Illustrative examples
In this section, numerical examples are used to illustrate
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed eigenstruc-
ture assignment technique via state-derivative feedback.
Example 1:
Consider a controllable, time-invariant, multi-input linear
system,
( ) ( ) ( )x x ut t t





















0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 0
0 1
1 0
.
A pair of right matrix polynomials N() and D() satisfying
(25) and ~( )D  can be found as:
N( ) 











1 0
0
0 1
, D( )



  








1 1
12
and ~( )D 
 
 


 








1 1 1
1
.
In the following, we consider the assignment of three dif-
ferent cases:
Case 1: The desired closed-loop eigenvalues are selected as
{1, 2 and 3}.
Then, the closed-loop eigenvector matrix V, and the cor-
responding matrix W, can be written as
 	
V N N N ( ) , ( ) , ( )  1 11
1
2 21
1
3 31
1f f f and
 	
W D D D ~( ) , ~( ) , ~( )  1 11
1
2 21
1
3 31
1f f f .
Specially choosing
 	
f f11
1
31
1 1 0  , T and
 	
f21
1 0 1 , T.
Then
V   











1 0 1
1 0 3
0 1 0
and W 
 








1 15 1 3
1 05 3
.
.
.
Finally the state-derivative gain matrix is
K WV 
  
 








1 4 3 1 3 15
0 1 05
.
.
.
Case 2: The desired closed-loop poles are {2 and 3 i}.
Choosing
 	
f11
1 0 1 , Tand
 	
f f21
1
31
1 1 0  , T.
Then
V     











0 1 1
0 3 3
1 0 0
i i and W 
   
 








15 03 03
05 3 3
. . .
.
i i
i i
.
The gain matrix is
K WV 
  
 








1 06 01 15
0 1 05
. . .
.
.
Case 3: The desired eigenvalues are {1, 1 and 3}.
Then
 
V N N N N 





( ) , ( ) ( ) , ( )

  1 11
1
1 11
1
1 11
2
2 21
1f f f f
d
d
and
 
W D D D D 

~( ) , ~( ) ~( ) , ~( )

  1 11
1
1 11
1
1 11
2
2 21
1f f f f
d
d



.
Choosing
 	
f f11
1
21
1 1 0  , T and
 	
f11
2 0 1 , T.
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We have
V   











1 0 1
2 0 3
0 1 0
and W 
 








05 15 1 3
2 05 3
. .
.
.
Therefore
K WV 
  
 








1 08333 01667 15
0 1 05
. . .
.
.
Example 2:
Consider a controllable, multi-input, linear system
( )
. .
. . ( )x xt t

















25 05 0
05 25 2
0 2 2
1 0
0 0
0 1







u( )t .
A pair of right matrix polynomials N( ) and D( ) can be
obtained as:
N( )


 










2 5 4
1 0
0 1
and
D( )
( . ) .

 


   
 








2 25 0 5 4 10
2 2
2
.
In the following, we consider the assignment of three dif-
ferent cases:
Case 1: The desired closed-loop eigenvalues are selected as
{–1, –2 and –3}.
Specially choosing
 	
f f11
1
31
1 1 0  , T and
 	
f21
1 0 1 , T.
Then
V 
 










3 4 1
1 0 1
0 1 0
and W 

 








4 1 0
2 0 06667.
.
The gain matrix is
K WV 
  








1 1 1 3
03334 1 13334. .
.
Case 2: The desired closed-loop eigenvalues are {–2 and
–3 i}.
Choosing
 	
f11
1 0 1 , T and
 	
f f21
1
31
1 1 0  , T.
Then
V 
    










4 1 2 1 2
0 1 1
1 0 0
i i
,
W 
    
   








1 0 4 08 0 4 08
0 06 02 06 02
. . . .
. . . .
i i
i i
.
The gain matrix
K WV 
  
  








1 0 4 08 26
01 07 0 4
. . .
. . .
.
Case 3: The desired closed-loop eigenvalues are {–2, –2 and
–3}.
Choosing
 	
f f11
1
21
1 1 0  , T and
 	
f11
2 0 1 , T.
Then
V 
 










1 4 1
1 0 1
0 1 0
and W 

 








0 1 0
1 0 06667.
.
Therefore
K WV 

  








1 0 0 1
01667 08333 06667. . .
.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, two complete parametric approaches for
solving the eigenstructure assignment problem via state-de-
rivative feedback are proposed. The necessary conditions to
ensure solvability are that the system is completely controlla-
ble and the open-loop system matrix is nonsingular. The
main result of this work is an efficient computational algo-
rithm for solving the eigenstructure assignment problem of a
linear system via state-derivative feedback. This parametric
solution describes the available degrees of freedom offered
by the state-derivative feedback in selecting the associated
eigenvectors from an admissible class. The extra degrees of
freedom on the choice of feedback gains are exploited to
further improve the closed-loop robustness against perturba-
tion. The main contribution of the present work is a compact
parametric expression for the feedback controller gain matrix
explicitly characterized by a set of free parameter vectors.
The principle benefits of the explicit characterization of para-
metric class of feedback controllers lie in the ability to directly
accommodate various different design criteria.
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